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901 • 
ADRIANO CECIONI (1836/38 – 1886)
Boy with a Rooster
Bronze
Height 65 cm  (251/4 in.)

6,000 - 7,000 €
Provenance : 
Private Collectioon, Italy
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902 • 
RENATO BERTELLI (1900-1974)
Continuous Profile
Terracotta
30 x 26 cm ( 121/4  x 101/4in.)

6,000 -  7,000 €
Provenance : 
Private Collectioon, Italy
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903 • 
HENRI CHARLES MANGUIN (1874-1949)
Still Life with Teapot
Signed ‘Manguin’ (lower left)
Oil on canvas
54.8 x 65.5 cm (215/8 x 253/4in.)
Painted circa 1900

9,000 - 10,000 €

Provenance : Private collection, Switzerland
Previously in the collection of Ambroise Vollard, 
Paris (acquired directly from the artist in 1906 Nr. 
70 on the list of purchase) 

HENRI CHARLES MANGUIN
French painter and co-founder of the 
Fauvism movement in 1905, along 
with Henri Matisse, André Derain and 
Georges Braques. His style distinguishes 
itself by a sense of delight and a very 
colorful palette, shuffling between 
blues, yellows, oranges, nuances of 
greens and many more.  Thereby, the 
poet Guillaume Apollinaire called him 
“the voluptuous painter” and professor 
Gaston Diehl re-baptised him as the 
“Chantre du bohneur.” 
Apart from his vibrant landscapes, 

nudes and portraits, Manguin realized 
many still lives distinguished by his 
dense and blushful touch. There are 
numerous tea scenes around 1900, 
with delicate ceramics, metal or silver 
tea-pots, bread, buns and sometimes 
fruit, displayed on wooden tables just 
like in this painting signed “Manguin” 
on the lower left. 
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904 •
ALBERT-MARIE LEBOURG (1849 - 1928)
Notre Dame. Vue prise du Pont de la Tournelle
Signed, inscribed and dated ‘A Lebourg Paris Dec 
79’ (lower left), inscribed ‘Notre Dame Vue prise du 
Pont de la Tournelle’ (lower right) 
Oil on canvas
64 x 92 cm (251/4 x 361/4 in.)
Painted in Paris in 1879

20,000 - 25,000 €

Provenance : Private collection, Switzerland

French impressionist painter Albert 
Marie LEBOURG (1849-1928) studied 
at the Ecole des Beaux Arts of Rouen, 
where he is originally from.  Close 
friends with Victor Delamare and Gus-
tave Morin, he started drawing with 
charcoal and began to paint alongside 
the Seine in his hometown – Mont-
fort-sur-Risle. As a professor in Alger 
around 1875, he was astonished by 
his surroundings and made colors and 
lights his chosen field. He discovered 

the white city with its nuances of va-
rious shades.
With his distinct brushstroke, he star-
ted to paint winter views burried by the 
color white like on this snowy view of 
Notre Dame, signed and dated on the 
lower left — a good representation of 
his style with different soft shades of 
white pastel colors.
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905 •
ANTOINE BOUVARD (1870-1955/56)
Canal in Venice
Signed (lower right)
Oil on canvas
38 x 46 cm (15 x 181/8 in.)

8,000 – 12,000 €

Provenance : 
Koller Geneva, 13 November 2006
Private Collectioon, Switzerland
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907 •
LÉON GERMAIN PELOUSE (1838-1891)
River in Summer
Signed (lower right)
Oil on canvas
61 x 45 cm (24 x 173/4in.)

3,000 – 5,000 €

Provenance : 
Private collection, Switzerland

906 •
ANTOINE BLANCHARD (1910-1988)
Paris at Dusk near Folie Bergeres Theater
Signed (lower left)
Oil on canvas
33 x 43 cm (13 x 16 7/8in.)

3,500 – 5,500 €

Provenance : 
Fisher, Luzern, 13 November 2008, lot 14
Private collection, Switzerland
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“I already want to be on the battlefield! Running after 
the boats ... following the clouds with a paintbrush in 
my hand. Smelling the good salty air of the beaches 
and watching the sea rise ...” (Eugène Boudin, Musée 
Jacquemart André, Institut de France, 2013, Paris, 
p.133)

French painter, born in Honfleur; one of the first to 
capture and paint landscapes outside of his atelier, 
in open air, directly from nature. 
His career really started off at the Parisian Salon of 
1859, where Charles Baudelaire drew his talents to 
public attention. He then showed his works in the first 
Impressionist   exhibition   of   1874    next    to    Jean-
Francois    Millet, Jean-Baptiste Corot and Claude 
Monet with whom he worked in his atelier.

Halfway between the naturalism from the early 19th 
century and the runny brush stroke of the late century 

Impressionism, Boudin is a specialist of the nautical 
theme. He painted many beach scenes, featuring 
elegant women in crinoline dresses, estuaries, 
harbors and sea views alongside the Atlantic coast in 
Normandy, deeply inspired by Joseph Vernet, who he 
praised in his notebook: “The admirable figures, so clear 
and so right with their character so well studied. Firmness 
of the background, of the waters…” (Eugène Boudin, 
Musée Jacquemart André, Institut de France, 2013, Paris, 
p.11) 

As a forerunner of the Impressionism movement, 
Boudin’s growing reputation enabled him to receive the 
third place medal at the Paris Salon of 1881 and the 
gold medal at the Exposition Universelle of 1889. He was 
also decorated by France as Chevalier de la Légion 
d’Honneur in 1892 as official recognition of his talents. 

908 • 
EUGÈNE BOUDIN (1824 - 1898)
View on the Port of Dieppe
Signed ‘E. Boudin’ (lower right)
Oil on panel 
39 x 46 cm (153/8 x 181/8 in.)

80,000 – 120,000 €
Provenance : Private collection, Switzerland.
Bibliography : Schmit, Robert. Eugène Boudin 1824-1898, Catalogue raisonnée de l’oeuvre peint, Paris, 1973, Vol. II, 
No.2237 with Ill. 
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909 • 
MARTIN LINDENAU (B. 1948)
Monte Carlo Lagoon Montegasse  
and Cap Martin
Signed ‘M. Lindenau’ (lower left), inscribed ‘Monte 
Carlo la lagune Montegasse et le cap Martin’ (on the 
reverse)
Oil on canvas
73 x 92 cm (283/4 x 361/4 in.)

2,200 - 2,800 €

Provenance:
Private Collection, Switzerland
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910 • 
MADELEINE LUCIE 
FUNCK-HELLET 
Nude in an Art Déco Interior
Signed (lower left)
Oil on canvas 
130 x 102 cm (511/8 x 401/8in.)

8,000 – 10,000 €
Provenance:
Private Collection, Monaco

French artist from the end of the 20th and the 
beginning of the 21st centuries - well known 
for her figurative paintings and her thick 
brushstroke. She painted many portraits and 
interior scenes like this seated nude.
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911 • 
ERNST FUCHS (1930 - 2015) 
Nude (Nymphe von St Petersburg)
Signed and dated (lower right)
0il on canvas 
Painted in 2010 

38,000 – 45,000 €
Provenance:
Private Collection, Austria

Described by his friend Salvador Dalì as "The Dalì 
of the Germanics", Ernst Fuchs was a co-founder 
of the Vienna School of Fantastic Realism in the 
1940s, and an artist famed for colourful works, 
often with spiritual and religious themes. Born to 
a Jewish antiques dealer and a Catholic seamstress, 
as a youth Fuchs was baptised a Catholic to escape 
the Holocaust, when his father was forced to flee 
to China. The Scriptures, the Bible, and Jewish 
mythology were long-standing influences in 
Fuchs' practice, but so were Byzantine art, Italian 
and Renaissance painting, Surrealism, and before 
that, German Expressionism. In 1950 he met 
Dalì in Paris, and Fuchs credited their subsequent 
conversations with opening up his ideas about the 

various ways he could express himself artistically. 
Most known for his paintings, drawing and prints, 
often of female nudes, Fuchs was also a talented 
sculptor, composer, singer, poet, designer and 
architect, living most of his life in Vienna, though 
he also spent time in Paris and the USA. In 1972 
he acquired and renovated the Otto Wagner Villa in 
Hütteldorf, which is now the Ernst Fuchs Museum.

This striking nude is a good example of Fuchs’ 
bold style and strong sense of colour. To achieve 
a luminous quality to his paintings, Fuchs used a 
mischtechnik method of painting, combining egg 
tempera with oil paint and resin.
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912 •  +
CY TWOMBLY (1928 – 2011)
Poster Study for ‘Nine Discourses on Commodus 
by Cy Twombly at Leo Castelli’ 
Signed and titled on reverse, and dated March 1964 
Pencil and colored pencil on paper 
69.9 x 50.2 cm (27 ½ x 19 ¾ in.)
Executed in 1964

200,000 - 250,000 €

Provenance: 
Studio Febo, Rome
The Lone Star Foundation, Inc. New York (acquired 
from the above in June 1977)
Acquired by the private collector  from the above in 
August 1980
Sotheby’s New York: Thursday, November 14, 2013 
[Lot 00188]
Karl Hutter Fine Art, Beverly Hills
Private collection, California

Mark making and drawing, be it graphite on paper 
or canvas, consistently engaged Cy Twombly 
throughout his career. This striking drawing with its 
intrinsic aesthetic of chaos, confusion and instability 
refers to a well known cycle of paintings, and a now 
famous Castelli exhibition that marked an important 
point in Twombly’s career.  

It is an enigmatic piece, where the red, and the 
marks at the top relate to several of the works in 
the painting series. The gray background of this 
drawing counterbalances the bloody whirls of the 
smears, scratches and scribbles. The existential 
anguish of these expressive methods was inspired 
as well by paintings of Francis Bacon. A numerical 
sequence and the grid around the red smears reflect 
the composition of all nine paintings of the series.

In March 1964, the Leo Castelli Gallery held 
an exhibition in New York, Nine Discourse on 
Commodus by Cy Twombly. Realised in the 
winter of 1963, the paintings were named after the 
brutal Roman emperor Commodus, and created in 
response to the assassination of John F. Kennedy. 

The mode of the chosen historical references was 
somber and anxious and defined subject matter of 
Twombly’s oeuvre in the early 1960s. A son and 
successor of Marcus Aurelius, Emperor Aurelius 

Commodus (AD 161 – 192) was an Emperor of 
Rome for twelve years, during which period stability 
and prosperity of Rome declined. Commodus 
lapsed into madness and believed himself to be a 
reincarnation of Hercule before he was killed by the 
conspirators, and Rome fell into civil war. 

At the time Twombly was living in Europe, but 
these paintings were first shown to an American 
audience enraptured by Minimalism and Pop. As 
such, Twombly’s paintings and classical references 
were not well received, and were described even 
by Castelli in 1969 as «sort of Europeanized and 
precious». The paintings proved to be too ahead of 
their time, and they were not exhibited again until 
1979. However, they are now considered to be one 
of Twombly’s most important series, marking a 
critical period in his career, and this exhibition has 
become a significant story in the artist’s history.

In 2007 the paintings  of the series were acquired 
by the Guggenheim Museum Bilbao, and in 2017 
were prominently displayed at the Centre Georges 
Pompidou’s Twombly retrospective. This drawing 
is both a reflection of Twombly’s gestural freedom 
of Abstract Expressionism and his fascination with 
Italian history and ancient mythology, making it an 
important work in the course of the artist’s oeuvre. 
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913 •  +
GEORGE MCNEIL (1908 - 1995)
Marcella
Signed in red paint ‘McNeil 67’ (lower ight)  
Oil on canvas
142.24 x 152.4 cm (56 x 60 in.)
Painted in 1967

17,000 - 20,000 €

Provenance: 
Private Collection, Los Angeles
Bibliography: 1984: Artist’s Choice Museum, New 
York, “George McNeil Expressionism, 1954-1984” 
September 22 – November 10, p. 23 (#17), illustra-
ted in color.

Painted in 1967 and characterized by a large colorful 
figure on a neutral background, Marcella is both 
abstract and expressionist. 
George McNeil was one of the most influential New 
York School artists and could be considered one of 
the preeminent American Expressionist painters of 
the 20th Century. 
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914 •  +
WILLIAM QUIGLEY (B. 1961)
Untitled (diptych)
Signed and dated (on the reverse) 
Acrylic on canvas
81.28 x 188.6 cm (32 x 74 1/14in.)
Executed in 1990

30,000 - 35,000 €

Provenance:
Private Collection, acquired from the artist 

Based in New York City and East Hampton, 
American painter William Quigley has a MFA from 
Columbia University, and has lived and exhibited 
across Europe and the USA. His work has been 
shown at institutions such as the Philadelphia 
Museum of Art, MOCA, and the Miro Foundation 
in Mallorca, as well as at art fairs including Art 
Basel. 

Quigley is known for a varied body of work. In the 
earlier stages of his career, his paintings were merely 
abstract, influenced by Anselm Kiefer, Pollock, and 
de Kooning.
After spending time painting in Venezuela, Quigley 
moved to Los Angeles in 1990, where he lived for 
over a decade, and in 1994 he founded the Los 
Angeles-based AB Gallery, which focused on the 
works of young artists.
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915 •  +
WILLIAM QUIGLEY (B. 1961)
Untitled, 1990
Signed and dated (lower right)
Mixed media on paper
66 x 101.6 cm (26 x 40 in.)
Executed in 1990

2,500 - 3,000 €

Provenance: 
Private Collection, acquired from the artist
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916 •  +
WILLIAM QUIGLEY (B. 1961)
Untitled
Signed and dated (lower right)
Mixed media on paper
66 x 101.6 cm (26 x 40 in.)
Executed in 1990

2,500 - 3,000 €

Provenance: 
Private Collection, acquired from the artist
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917 • 
FRIED PAL (1893-1976)
Seated Woman
Signed (lower left)
Oil on canvas
100 x 70 cm (393/8 x 271/2in.)

6,000 - 8,000 €

Provenance: Private Collection, Austria
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919 • 
MARIA SZANTHO (1897 – 1998)
Nude
Signed (lower left)
Oil on canvas
80 x 60 cm (311/2 x 235/8 in.)

3,500 - 4,500 €

Provenance: 
Private Collection, Austria

918 • 
FRIED PAL (1893-1976)
Circus, 1976
Signed (lower right)
Oil on canvas
75.5 x 100 cm (293/4 x 393/8 in.)

2,800 - 4,000 €

Provenance: 
Private Collection, Austria
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920 • 
GEORG ARNOLD-GRABONÉ (1896-1982)
Alpine Mountain View 
Signed ‘Arnold Graboné’ (lower left)
oil on wood
43.5 x 58.5 cm (171/8 x 23 in.)

Provenance : 
Koller Auktionen, June 22, 2011
Private Collection, Switzerland

2,500 - 3,000 €
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922 • 
ERNST FUCHS (1930 - 2015)
Négligée
Signed (lower right)
Lithograph
Executed in 1982

1,100 - 1,300 €
Provenance:
Private Collection, Austria

The subject’s expression and pose lend a 
mysterious air to this image. A strong feeling of the 
mythological is enhanced by the details around the 
woman’s neck and the sheer fabric enveloping her 
body more like a cape than a negligee, and the sense 
of movement created in the curved lines of the tree 
in the background.

921 •
ERNST FUCHS (1930 - 2015)
Pomolly (Cornelia)
Signed (lower right)
Engraving and etching on paper
49 x 65 cm (191/4 x 255/8in.)
Executed in 1982

2,200 - 2,500 €
Provenance:
Private Collection, Austria

The figure’s proportions and the quality of the lines 
in this etching give it an other-worldly quality. The 
model, Cornelia Mensdorff-Pouilly, appears in 
other works by Fuchs, and was close to the artist, 
particularly in the 1980s and 1990s when she acted 
as his manager.
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923 •  
WILLIAM QUIGLEY (B. 1961)
Untitled "Little Gem"
Acrylic on canvas
40.6 x 50.8 cm (16 x 20 in.)
Executed in 2016 12,000 - 13,000 €

Provenance: 
Private Collection, acquired from the artist

+
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924 •  +   
WILLIAM QUIGLEY (B. 1961)
Untitled
Signed and dated (lower right)
Mixed media on paper
127 x 101.7 cm (50 x 44 in.)
Executed in 1990

2,500 - 2,800 €

Provenance: 
Private Collection, acquired from the artist
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925 •  +   
THIERRY ALET (B. 1969)
Painted Word, 1998
Oil on canvas
114.3 x 165cm

6,000 - 7,000 €

THIERRY ALET
New York, New York
Born in 1969, in Basse-Terre, Guadeloupe
Lives and works between 
Basse-Terre and New York.

Thierry Alet’s practice is characterized by tightly 
ranged rows of handwritten text, highlights issues 
of socio-cultural import while at the same time 
re-inscribing the embodied nature of textual 
communication.
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926 •  +   
KEITH TYSON (B. 1969)
Northumbrian Chronicle and Bishop
Inscribed “A)The Country NeedsYou!
B) But He is Evil! A) SoWhat? B) O.K.Then A) AboutTurn!This Side
Vanitas Bishop” (on the reverse)
Oil and photographic collage on canvas
75 x 77.2 cm (291/2 x 303/8in.)
Executed in 1997

13,000 - 15,000 €
Provenance : Acquired directly fro the artist
Phillips de Pury & Co., New York, Friday, November 16, 2007 [Lot 386]
Karl Hutter Fine Art
Private collection, Los Angeles

British artist Keith Tyson began his earliest career as an apprentice 
engineer working on nuclear submarines, before he made the leap to art. 
Systems of logic, scientific methodology, and elements of chance have 
since continued to inform his intriguing practice, and his diverse artistic 
output stems from the view that his practice is akin to scientific experi-
mentation. For Tyson, his studio is a laboratory where he uses scientific, 
philosophical or other modes of enquiry to explore questions of human 
existence. Northumbrian Chronicle reflects Tyson's interests in systems 
and machines, and is meant to be installed from the ceiling so that both 
sides of the work can be seen, so that this work could be seen as either a 
two-dimensional or a three-dimensional piece.
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927 • 
CHRISTOPH STEINMANN "STONEMAN" 
(Born 1968)
"Shanghay Baby", 2002
Signed «Stoneman», inscribed «Shanghay Baby», 
dated «2002».
Mixed techniques on Dibond
131.70 x 129.70 cm (517/8 x 51in.)

3,500 - 4,000 €

Provenance: Private Collection, Switzerland, ac-
quired directly from the artist
Bibliography: Thomas Egloff, Moving Paintings, 
in: Christoph Steinmann (ed.), Stoneman, Baden 
2009, (p. 27).

American artist Christoph Steinmann also goes 
under the surname  ‘Stoneman.’ Inspired by the 
oversized billboards that shape the American urban 
landscapes, he first started as a photographer and 
was noticed later on for intense and colorful pain-
tings, which stood out for their very expressive and 
striking style.

This work, called ‘Shanghay Baby’ (2002), shows 
the representation of a man in relation to his life-
world: in his daily environment, everyday life; sur-
rounded by feelings, emotions and moods. It is like 
an illustration of the continuous rhythm of nature, 
which is a great source of inspiration for the artist. In 
fact, he wishes to tell stories written directly by Life 
itself. He also plays with black square shapes, let-
ting the images change and move throughout space. 
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928 •  +  
ALEXANDRE CHARRIOL (B.1979)
Untitled
Oil and crayon on canvas
96.5 x 132 cm (38 x 52 in.)
Executed in 2005

Provenance:
The artist
Private collection

4,000 - 5,000 €

French-American, Alexandre Charriol 
was born in Hawaii and studied at the 
Parson School of Design (2001-2003), 
Tufts University (1999-2001), Boston 
Museum of Fine Arts, and Northeastern 
University (1998-1999), before setting 
up his own studio in New York. Since 
1999, he has had a number of sold-out 
national and international exhibitions 
including at the Yoshii Gallery in Paris, 
the Ayala Museum in Manila and at the 
Kee Club and Art Statements Gallery in 
Hong Kong.

Working in a variety of mediums, in-
cluding oils, plastic, and wood, Char-
riol’s work is primal, energetic and 
humorous.

His paintings are narratives and color-
ful with flattened perspectives, created 
in pastel and acrylic paint, commin-
gling motifs both familiar and strange. 
His inspiration comes from everyday 
events, from his travels and experiences 
filtered by his own sub-conscious. He 
is also inspired by movies and sto-
ryboards. 
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929 •  +  
DENNIS KOCH (B.1978)
Untitled (Blue / Red) Colored 
pencil on paper 124.5 x 129.5 cm 
(49 x 51 in) Executed in 2010

Provenance:
The artist
Private collection, New York

Exhibited:
Dennis Koch, Circles, 2010, Karl 
Hutter Fine Art, Beverly Hiils, 
CA

5,000 - 6,000 €

Primarily working in the medium of drawing, Koch 
makes meticulously structured abstract works 
inspired by the scientific fields of physics, cosmology, 
dimensional mathematics, and parapsychology. Koch’s 
ongoing Circle Set series are experiments in hemispheric 
discontinuity and parallel-processing.
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930 •  +   
WILLIAM QUIGLEY (B. 1961)
Untitled
Signed and dated (lower right)
Mixed media on paper
111.7 x 127 cm (44 x 50 in.)
Executed in 1990

2,500 - 2,800 €

Provenance: 
Private Collection, acquired from the artist
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931 •  +   
GUILLERMO CAIVANO (B. 1977)
Untitled (Jai Lai)
Signed and dated ‘Caivano 2006’ (on the overlap)
Oil on canvas
41.28 x 31.75 cm (161/4 x 121/2in.)
Painted in 2006

2,500 - 3,000 €

Provenance: Provenance:
Ibid Gallery, London
Private collection, Los Angeles

Based in Barcelona, Guille Caivano 
plays with images from a vast array of 
sources in his work, trying to have the 
freedom to enjoy the process of pain-
ting and experiment with the medium. 
His paintings can be very expressive 
and colourful, but also minimalist, so-
metimes abstract then again figurative, 
using many different painting styles 
to create works that deal with both his 
own environment as well as Politics, 

Mysticism and the history of art. Those 
diverse textures, themes and lights 
encourage an emotive and subjective 
response in the viewer while investiga-
ting the nature of our perception and the 
meaning of the contemporary image.
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932 •  +   
GUILLERMO CAIVANO
Untitled (Theatre)
Oil on canvas
29.85 x 27.3 cm (
Painted in 2006

1,500 - 2,000 €

Provenance: Provenance:
Ibid Gallery, London
Private collection, Los Angeles

‘Working from photographic sources, I first select 
(almost subconsciously),the subjects that catch my 
attention from the internet image searching tools, 
catalogues, magazines or video documentaries. 
They are then digitally transformed and edited to the 
point were they are potential seeds for a painting.’
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933 •  +   
CHRIS THORSON
Clothes Chair
Oil on canvas 
213.4 x 124.5 cm (84 x 49 in.)
Painted in 2004

10,000 - 12,000 €

Provenance: Private collection, 
Los Angeles

California-based artist Chris Thorson 
has a keen interest in the way that 
everyday objects display both cultural 
significance and personal history. 
Be it in her paintings or sculptures, 
her work captures small details that 
refer to specific moments, and hint at 
the stories these seemingly mundane 
subjects might tell. Thorson is the 
Dean of Arts Practice, Painting at the 
Oxbow School in Napa, and even in 
her sculptures painting plays a key 
role in her practice. Her sculptures 
are often created from casts of items 
that she painstakingly paints to create 
a trompe l’oeil effect, and her work 
explores the boundaries between what 
people discard or overlook, and what 
they cherish.

Painted the year she graduated with 
an MFA from the San Francisco Art 
Institute, Clothes Chair is a precursor 
to the various sculptural series that 
Thorson later created that centred 
around discarded or dirty clothing 
items, such as Lost (2012) and Bro 
Palace (2013). 
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934 •  +  
CHRIS THORSON
Speed Queen
Oil on canvas
182.88 x 177.8 cm (72 x 70 in.) 
Painted in 2005

15,000 - 17,000 €

Provenance: Private collection, Los Angeles

The banal topic of laundry pops up in various 
ways and at different times throughout Thorson’s 
practice. This laundromat scene draws the viewer 
in with it’s detail, juxtaposing the black and white 
lines of the machines and floor tiles with the almost 
abstract swirl of colour clothes in the machines, and 
the floral wallpaper that unevenly borders the top of 
the canvas.
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935 •  +   
BRIAN WILLS (B.1970)
Untitled (Intersection)
Rayon, thread, oil, basswood and wood
91.4 x 91.4 cm (36 x 36 in.)
Executed in 2012

10,000 - 12,000 €

Provenance: Private collection, Los Angeles

Multimedia artist Brian Wills creates 
work that often incorporates geome-
tric shapes, their apparent simplicity 
belying his labour intensive process. 
Wills uses thread to meticulously wrap 
wood panels, before using either iri-
descent or gloss paint to coat the work. 
With their subtly textured surfaces and 
the paints he selects, the colours in his 
work seem to shift as the viewer moves 
around the canvas. In this way Wills 
explores the viewer’s relationship with 

the work in terms of space, movement, 
colour and light. Based in Los Angeles, 
for Wills the painstaking and precise 
methods he uses are associated with 
notions of craftsmanship.

There is a tactile sense to this work, 
exploring texture and opacity. It’s re-
miniscent of semi-transparent textiles, 
playing with the idea of layers.
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936 •  +  
BRIAN WILLS (B.1970)
Untitled (Vertical Blue)
Oil, rayon, thread and wood 
91.4 x 91.4 cm (36 x 36 in.)
Executed in 2013

10,000 - 12,000 €

Provenance: Private collection, Los Angeles

The fine tonal blue lines of this piece draw the 
viewer directly into the space of the work, creating 
a sense of space and depth with lines that almost 
seem to vibrate.
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937 •  +   
JOSHUA ASTER (B. 1976)
Hoopdee
Flashe on linen
69.85 x 64.77 cm
Executed in 2011

3,500 - 4,000 €

Joshua Aster is a Los Angeles based artist who 
received his MFA from UCLA. His paintings are 
lyrical permutations of the fundamental formal 
elements of painting: canvas, composition, color, 
gesture and texture. Aster’s paintings are at once 
playful and systematic as he deftly uses acrylic, ink 
and water to create layered explorations of what 
makes a painting a painting.
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938 •  +   
MIWA OGASAWARA (B. 1973)
Image
Oil on canvas
50.8 x 60.9 cm
Painted in 2007

3,000 - 3,500 €

Provenance:
Vera Munro Gallery, Hamburg
Private collection, Los Angeles

Miwa Ogasawara was born in Kyoto in 1973 and 
studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in Hamburg 
until 2007.

A sparce composition with black, white, and muted 
colors characterizes Miwa Ogasawara’s work. A 
framed image is depicted within the painting as if 
defining ‘an extended moment, a slightly displaced 
presence.’ Critics refer to Ogasawara’s style as re-
presentational, but without narrative. 
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939 • 
LÉONARD TSUGUHARU FOUJITA 
(1886-1968)
Détail Grande composition 2, dite Composition 
au chien,  1928.
Reliefography on Canvas
105 x 76 cm (413/8 x 297/8 in.)
Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity from 
The Foundation Foujita

8,000 - 10,000 €

In association with The Foundation 
Foujita in Paris, Fujifilm created 
an astounding reproduction of a 
detail of this masterpiece using the 
Reliefography technology. 

This is a unique opportunity to buy the 
1/100 reproduction.

Reliefography is a unique reproduction 
process developed by FUJIFILM 
Belgium NV. It combines high 
quality technology with dedicated 
craftsmanship and expertise. For the 
first time, three-dimensional scanning, 
digital imaging and printing technology 
are brought together to faithfully 
recreate not only the image, but also 
the textured detail of a work of art in 
accurate colour. This is the result of 
several years of research, development 

and fine-tuning before finally arriving 
at the current very high-quality 
reproduction.
The nudes take up a dominant position 
in Foujita’s Grandes Compositions, 4 
canvasses of 3 x 3 meters, painted in 
1928 and which the artist considered 
as the outcome of his research. The 
iridescent white dominates, the bodies 
standing out from the transparency, 
surrounded by a dark circle. This 
characteristic underlines the perfection 
of the drawing which seems to show the 
volume of the bodies unified or shattered 
in a dance where beauty battles with the 
unfamiliar. Up on the left, a group of 
women, which is represented in this 
particular reproduction.
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940 • 
RASOUL AKBARLOU (B.1985)
Untitled
Mixed media on canvas 
160 x 104 cm (63 x 41 in.)
Executed in 2014

3,500 - 4,000 €

Born in 1985 in Khoy, Iran, Rasoul 
Akbarlou is a contemporary artist 
known for exploring the abstract pro-
perties of the Arabic script, through 
calligraphy. By turning writing into a 
bold and almost abstract drawing, the 
artist attempts to give it a universal 
and timeless character, combining both 
contemporary art and ancient scripture, 
which unfolds into stylish arabesques.

After attending Shahed and Tehran Art 
Universities from 2010 to 2014, Rasoul 
Akbarlou therefore made abstract calli-
graphies his area of expertise and won 
different prices such as the first price at 
the Visual Art Festival for young Pain-
ters (2010) in Tehran. 
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941 • 
RASOUL AKBARLOU (B.1985)
Untitled
Gold leaf and ink on canvas 
150 x 100 cm (59 1/8 x 39 3/8 in.)
Executed in 2013

3,500 - 4,000 €
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942 • 
RASOUL AKBARLOU (B.1985)
Untitled
Mixed media on canvas 
90 x 120 cm (35 3/8 x 47 1/4 in.)
Executed in 2014

3,500 - 4,000 €
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943 • 
POOYA ARYANPOUR (B.1971)
Making Noise
Acrylic on canvas 
Diameter 130 cm  (51 1/8 in.)
Executed in 2016

9,000 - 10,000 €

Iranian artist and graduate from the 
School of Plastic Arts at the Azad 
University in Tehran, Iran. Widely 
exhibited in his country and internatio-
nally, he adopted a style inspired from 
the Persian culture mixing its symbols 
and artistic techniques with an abstract 
approach to the medium, intertwining 
colors, forms, lines and contents, that 
create altogether a shape and a gap 
conveying some type of mysticism and 
suspense. 

According to the artist these abstract 
figures fuse together to create new sil-
houettes such as organisms, architec-
tural constructions, flowers, medusas, 
leaves, birds, letters, music notes and 
so on. Thus, he relates to the Surrea-
lism movement, comparing his work 
to dreams that can tangle and dissolve 
many elements together.
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944 • 
REZA BAHARVAND (B.1976)
Yellow Alert, No.1
Mixed media and glitter on canvas 
144 x 144 cm (56 3/4 x 56 3/4 in.)
Executed in 2014

8,000 - 9,000 €

Iranian contemporary artist born in 
Khoramabad, member of the Iranian 
Painters Society and lecturer at the 
University of Science & Culture and 
University of Tehran Art. He has had 
a few solo shows in different galleries 
like the Mah Art, Silk Road and Aria 
Galleries in Tehran, and participated 
to many art fairs in the United States, 
Singapore and Lebanon which built him 
a name. Throughout his own abstract 
style, he showcases the war theme and 
affirms: 
‘Every day, many people around the 
world see a lot of pictures and videos 
of war on TV or other media. Many 
people prefer to avoid that and a large 
number of them, who may be impressed 
by these images and even sympathize 
with the victims at the moment, usually 

forget what they have seen just after a 
few minutes.
The fact is that the news channels 
have strongly reduced the enormity 
of war images by broadcasting them 
constantly. Which has created an 
indifference ambiance for the audience. 
I am trying to draw people’s attention 
to this issue.’ (ZH Magazine, October 
9t, 2018)
To emphasize this concept, Reza 
Baharvand started painting series 
mixing weapons and colorful butterflies 
wings, insisting on this idea that war 
related illustrations sometimes take a 
different twist in our everyday lives: 
unfortunately, we become accustomed 
to them and have no other choice to 
assemble them with daily beauty. 
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945 • 
BAHRAM HANAFI (B. 1966)
Untitled
Acrylic on canvas 
150 x 200 cm (59 1/8 x 78 3/4  in.)
Executed in 2014

5,600 - 6,000 €

After a Bachelor’s degree in Handicraft 
from the Art University of Tehran 
(1994) with a thesis on Imagination and 
Experience in Broken Calligraphical 
Script and a Master’s degree in 
Research of Art at the Tarbiat Modarres 
University in Tehran (1999) where he 
worked on a thesis based on Darvish 
Abdul Madjid Talequani’s works, most 
skilled adept of the Shakastah Nasta‘liq 
script (the third script developed in 
Iran for writing Persian in the Arabic 
alphabet), Bahram Hanafi dedicated 
himself to the art of calligraphy. 

He worked on different series like 
Color’s speech in 2013, where the two 
works come from — Here, he plays with 
the abstract tendencies of calligraphy: 
almost ornamental, these spread out 
on his canvas like a ribbon, blending 
colors, curves, arches and loops.  

The artist also plays with the 
transparency of his medium, allowing 
the script to come in and out of the 
background. 
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946 • 
BAHRAM HANAFI (B. 1966)
Untitled
Acrylic on canvas 
200 x 150 cm (78 3/4 x 59 1/8 in.)
Executed in 2014

5,600 - 6,000 €
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947 • 
AZADEH RAZAGHDOOST (B.1979)
Untitled from the ‘Sick Rose’ series
Oil and pencil on canvas 
100 x 70 cm (39 3/8 x 27 1/2 in.)
Executed in 2008

5,600 - 6,000 €

Azadeh Razaghdoost was born in 
Tehran, Iran, and studied at Tehran’s 
University of Art in 2002, where 
she received a Bachelor’s degree in 
Painting. Now living in Karaj, Iran, 
her work is in the permanent collection 
of the Vallaplou Foundation, in lleida, 
Spain, and has been exhibited interna-
tionally. 
Recognizable by the color red recurrent 
in most of her paintings, which she 
associates with love, passion and 
blood, she is strongly inspired by the 
19th century European poems of the 
Romantic Age, such as the Sick Rose 
poem written by the British poet William 

Blake in 1794 or Les Fleurs du Mal 
written by Charles Baudelaire in 1857. 
Also, interested by painting accidents 
and emotional properties to which the 
color red refers to, she expresses her 
feminine dilemmas and frustration. 
Thereby, as she pours and vigorously 
displays her allegoric color red, she 
adopts a powerful speech and embodies 
an artistic gesture of Action Painting 
and Abstract Expressionism just like 
Jackson Pollock or Cy Twombly with 
his compulsive style. She interrogates 
tension and impulse as she explores the 
emotive properties of colors, creating a 
poetic visual language. 
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948 • 
MEHRDAD SHOGHI (B.1972)
Untitled
Signed (lower right)
Acrylic on canvas 
100 x 150 cm (39 3/8 x 59 1/8 in.)
Executed in 2012

9,000 - 10,000 €

Since his young age, Mehrdad Shoghi 
has been working with calligraphy, in 
relation to its history. He studied Iranian 
traditional art and was asked by the 
Ministry of Culture of Art to reproduce 
old calligraphic masterpieces, which 
led him to samples of Quranic 
manuscripts in Kufic dated A.D 600 to 
700. Very inspired, he then dedicated 
himself to Kufic and Khatt-e-Mehr 
writting, which he integrated in his 
canvas for his Bachelor’s degree final 

projet in Graphic Design in 1988 titled 
on "A Fresh Look on the Oldest Islamic 
Script." 
His subjects feature mainly well-known 
Iranian Sufi poets such as Rumi, Hafiz 
and Abdollah Ansari.
Exposed in many solo and group 
exhibits in Iran, Canada, Kuwait, 
Dubai, Switzerland, France, UK and 
Turkey, he is also inspired by the work 
of old masters and ancient scripture. 
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949 • 
MEHRDAD SHOGHI (B.1972)
Untitled
Signed (lower right) 
Gold leaf and acrylic on paper 
55 x 75 cm (21 5/8 x 29 1/2 in.)
Executed in 2014

5,600 - 7,000 €
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950 • 
IVAN GLAZUNOV (B.1969)
Portrait Olga
Oil on canvas
150 x 100 cm (59 x 39 3/8in.)
Painted in 2017

10,000 – 15,000 €
Exhibited:
‘Pilgrimage of the soul. Unknown Russia’,Russian 
Cultural Center, Paris, 13 September - 7th October 
Venetian theatre La Fenice for the project ‘Russian 
Seasons’, Italy, February 2018
‘Russian Cultural Mission in Milan’, Milan, 2017

The girl depicted in the portrait is wea-
ring an authentic festive Russian folk 
costume of the 18th century from the 
collection of Ivan Glazunov, worn in 
the central provinces of Russia. Head-
dress «Kokoshnik», embroidered shirt, 
silk sundress.

His works are generally devoted to dif-
ferent aspects of Russian history and 
culture and include images of ancient 
Slavic mythology and folklore. Glazu-
nov’s oeuvre is strongly influenced by 
the centuries-long history of his home-

land and the Russian North in particu-
lar.

Ivan Glazunov was born in 1969. He 
currently lives and works in Moscow. 
In 1994 he graduated from the V.I. Su-
rikov Moscow State Art Institute (Ilya 
Glazunov’s Portrait Painting works-
hop), where he headed the Historical 
Painting workshop in 1997 as a profes-
sor. In 1998 he awarded the title Meri-
torious Artist of the Russian Federa-
tion. Since 2007 he has been a member 
of the Russian Academy of Arts.
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951 • 
ANDREY KRISANOV (1966-2018)
Flowers
Signed
Acrylic on canvas
50 x 60 cm (193/4 x 23 5/8in.)
Executed circa 2001/2005

3,000 - 4,000 €
Provenance: Private collection, Geneva, acquired 
directly from the artist 
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952 • 
ANDREY KRISANOV (1966-2018)
Watches 
Signed
Acrylic on canvas
60 x 65 cm (235/8 x 255/8in.)
Executed circa 2001/2005

3,000 - 4,000 €
Provenance: Private collection, Geneva, acquired 
directly from the artist
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953 • 
ANDREY KRISANOV (1966-2018)
Horses
Signed
50 x 60cm (193/4 x 23 5/8in.)
Acrylic on canvas 
Executed circa 2001/2004

3,000 - 4,000 €

Provenance : Private collection, Geneva, acquired 
directly from the artist

Soviet and Russian artist Andrei Krisanov was born 
in Novorossiysk in 1966. In the mid-80s he moved 
to Leningrad, joined the group ‘New Artists.’ 
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954 • 
IGOR NOVIKOV (B.1961)
The Red Wayfarers
Signed (lower right)
Oil on canvas
40 x 50 cm (153/4 x 19 3/4in.)
Painted in 1997

2,500 - 3,000 €

“The main theme of my paintings is nature and man
in its environment, but not in naturalistic perception
of them… My characters now separate, break into
parts turning everything into chaos, now join as
mosaic into post-objectless world creating different
compositions… The organic world – nature and man
– brings me to a new understanding of space measure”

Igor Novikov

Igor Novikov is a Swiss- Russian painter, former 
member of Non-Comformist group (‘unofficial art’ 
produced in the former Soviet Union from 1953-
1986, which did not conform with Socialist Rea-
lism), member of the Russian Academy of Arts.
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955 • 
TATYANA NAZARENKO (B. 1944)
Nina
Oil on canvas
100 x 80 cm (393/8 x 311/2in.)
Painted in 2016

5,000 - 5,500 €

The series “the Family Album” 
are inspired by Tatyana’s private 
family archive of letters, postcards 
and photographs. It is a story of one 
Russian family that experiences 
changes that happen in the country 
with emigration, and also a reflection 
of an entire generation and the whole 
country. The medium of painting is 

essential for Tatyana, the connection 
of the brushstroke and the canvas is 
crucial. Traces of the pen on paper 
become metaphors to painting as well, 
conveying its personal element. 
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956 • 
TATYANA NAZARENKO (B. 1944)
Reminiscence
Mixed media, collage, graphic on paper
65 x 50 cm 
Executed in 2016

2,000 - 2,500 €

Tatyana Nazarenko is one of the grea-
test Russian artists of the second half of 
XX century, prominent master of his-
torical painting Her works have multi-
layer of meanings and often are auto-
biographical.

Memory and connection to the current 
moment are essential. ‘My subjects are 
dictated by the Russian history... guer-

rillas, victims of Soviet repressions… 
Permanent revolt, and permanent pe-
nalty… Protest and violence… But I am 
an artist, not a writer, a historian or a 
publicist. I use my own means … with 
the help of colour, composition, and 
gesture… I believe that magic exists the 
magic of art.’  - Tatyana Nazarenko
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959 • 
IGOR NOVIKOV
Back in the USSR
Signed (lower right)
Oil on canvas
120 x 140 cm (471/4 x 551/8in.)
Painted in 2010

7,000 - 10,000 €
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960 • 
ALEXEY KVARTSHELIA (B.1946)
Portrait
Oil on canvas 
77 x 64 cm (301/4 x 251/4in.)
Painted in 2005

3,000 - 4,000 €
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VAT of the hammer price.
14. PAYMENT 
14.1 The hammer price and the abovementioned amount in section 13.4 shall be immediately paid; 
however, the Seller can give Madam Claire Notari the right to grant, in its sole discretion, the possibility 
for the successful purchaser to pay the hammer price and additional charges mentioned above by bank 
transfer. In any case, the payment must absolutely occur within one week (5 working days) after the 
auction with the Organizer’s Monegasque banking institution. 
14.2 In case of non-execution or of partial execution of the obligations borne by the successful purcha-
ser under these Terms and Conditions, particularly in the case of non-payment of the hammer price and 
additional charges or in the case of partial payment within one week (5 working days) following the sale, 
provided that the Lot has not been immediately placed back for auctioning during the concerned vaca-
tion, the Organizer reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to exercise the following rights and actions:
- To demand definitive compensation by way of penalty clause, a percentage of 0.5% per day late on the 
price or a fraction of the unpaid price and additional fees until full payment;
- To demand for compensatory damages, which shall not only cover any loss arising from the resale of 
the Lot in question, but also the expenses of such a resale, as well as damages suffered by the Bailiff 
and the Organizer;
- To achieve the compensation between the amounts owed by the Buyer with all funds held or which 
may come to be held by the Organizer on behalf of the Buyer.
15. TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP
The transfer of ownership of a Lot in favor of the Buyer shall only take place after full payment of the 
Hammer Price and abovementioned additional fees. However, upon auction sale (finalized by the Bai-
liff’s hammer blow), all risks relating to the Lot will be transferred to the successful purchaser in full and 
without reservation. 
16. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BUYER
16.1This list not being restrictive, the successful purchaser shall be solely responsible for the loss, theft, 
partial or total destruction, or damage which may occur between the auction sale and the transfer of 
ownership after full payment of the Hammer Price and additional fees.
16.2 The successful purchaser shall be required to undertake at his expense, the withdrawal of the Lot of 
which he has become the owner, under section 14, within 5 working days of the auction sale. 
16.3 Likewise, all charges for storage and insurance purposes that have been put forward by the Orga-
nizer for the time period between the auction sale and the payment of the hammer price and additional 
fees (transfer of ownership), shall remain the successful purchaser’s responsibility and shall be paid at 
the time of payment of the hammer price and additional charges. 
16.4 In the case of uncollected Lots by the Buyer within the time period stipulated in Clause 16.2, the 
Organizer reserves the right to arrange for the removal of the Lots at the risk and expense of the Buyer, 
as well as the shipment under the same terms and conditions to Monaco, France or any other country 
specified by the Buyer. 
17. CONDITION OF THE LOTS
The Lots are sold in the same condition in which they were presented at the time of sale and no action 
shall be exercised against the Bailiff or the Organizer for flaws or hidden defects affecting the Lot that 
is to be sold, regardless of the significance of the flaw or defect. It will be up to the potential bidders, 
prior to the Auction during the public exhibition of the Lots for sale, to check the condition, quality and 
authenticity of the Lots. 
18. temporary importation
18.1 All lots marked with symbol + are in the free port and are subject to import tax, the buyer intending 
to import them within European Union should be aware that import tax will be due on hammer price and 
shall be paid to the organizer in addition to other fees (eg: 5.5% for antics and artworks in Monaco).
18.2  Any other lots are in free circulation in EU.
18.3 Buyer is responsible for checking and fulfilling all conditions of the transportation of the acquired 
lots to the final destination, including but not limited to checking the import status of the lots, and regu-
lations for importation at destination.
19.EXPORT OF LOTS
Due to Monaco being part of the French Customs Union, exports outside of Monaco undergo the same 
rules and regulations as those existing in France. Any Lot coming from the Customs Union or a benefi-
ciary of temporary importation, if it remains in the Customs Union, may be removed upon presentation 
of proof of payment of the Purchase Price. On the other hand, if the successful purchaser intends to 
export the Lot outside of the Customs Union, it will be up to him or her, and under his or her full and 
sole responsibility, to perform all the necessary procedures and formalities required by the law in force. 
Under no circumstances shall the Organizer or Bailiff be pursued for non-compliance or completion of 
the said formalities.
20. ORGANIZER’S MANDATE
The Organizer carries the role of agent of his or her mandate, which gives him the authorization to sell 
one or more Lots. Under this capacity, neither the Organizer nor the Bailiff shall be part of the contract 
binding their mandate and Seller to the Purchaser: therefore neither the Organizer nor the Bailiff shall 
be held responsible if one of the parties fails to fulfil any of the obligations stipulated in the contract.
21. JURISDICTION
The sale as well as these Terms and Conditions are explicitly regulated by Monegasque law. Any dispute re-
lating to the sale or these Terms and Conditions will be subject to the jurisdiction of the Monegasque courts.



УСЛОВИЯ АУКЦИОННОЙ ПРОДАЖИ

Настоящие «Условия аукционной продажи» применяются ко всем продажам на территории Монако, 
проводимым при участии госпожи Claire Notari (официальный аукционист на территории Монако) и будут 
применены ко всем предстоящим аукционным продажам.
1. Терминология, употребляемая в данных Условиях аукционной продажи:
- «Аукционист» – госпожа Claire Notari, официальный аукционист на территории Monaco.
- «Организатор» – SARL HERMITAGE FINE ART.
- «Каталог» – любые издания, брошюры, прайс-листы и прочие публикации. 
- «Расходы» – понесенные Организатором во время продажи любого из лотов: сборы и расходы на 
страхование, упаковку, транспортировку и хранение, возможные траты на багетные работы, налоги и 
прочие сборы (VAT), связанные с продажей. 
- «Финальная ставка» – цена продажи, зафиксированная ударом молотка, указанная в евро, на каждый из 
лотов (не включает налоги и сборы).
- «Лот» – каждая вещь или группа выставленных совместно вещей, сданная (-ые) Организатору с целью 
дальнейшей продажи.
- «Цена покупки» – цена, зафиксированная ударом молотка, включая  все аукционные сборы (налоги, VAT, 
дополнительные сборы) в евро, подлежащие уплате покупателем в соответствии с Уточнением 14. 
- «Выручка с продажи» – чистая выручка, причитающаяся к выплате Организатором продавцу, за вычетом 
заранее установленного аукционного сбора.
- «VAT» – Value Added Tax – НДС (налог на добавленную стоимость).
- «Аукционные сборы» – комиссионное вознаграждение, подлежащее уплате покупателем в пользу 
Организатора, добавляемое к финальной ставке по каждому лоту в размере 27 % от финальной ставки 
+ НДС. Просим заметить, что со стоимости всех лотов, купленные через интернет-сервисы участия в 
аукционе, такие как Le Figaro Enchères, The-saleroom.com, Invaluable.com, Auction.fr, Lot-tissimo.de и Bids-
pirit.com взимается дополнительный сбор в размере 3%+ НДС от суммы финальной ставки (см. пункт 
13.4.).
2. Аукционист продает товар в качестве представителя продавца и не несет ответственности за возможные 
ошибки, допущенные продавцом или покупателем. 
3. Организатор использовал целесообразные на момент подготовки аукциона средства для  создания 
точного описания каждого лота в каталоге. Однако ни Аукционист, ни Организатор не могут гарантировать 
исчерпывающей точности этого описания. Аукционист и Организатор не несут ответственности за 
дополнительную информацию касательно лотов, их происхождения, времени создания и подлинности, 
которая может быть дана в устной или письменной форме кем-либо из сотрудников, помимо 
опубликованной в каталоге продажи. Вся информация такого рода – лишь мнение того или иного 
специалиста относительно поставленного вопроса. Ни один из специалистов не утвержден Организатором 
для дачи точных заявлений.
4. Аукционист и Организатор имеют право с разрешения потенциального покупателя поднимать ставки 
от его имени во время аукциона. Однако ни Аукционист, ни Организатор не несут ответственности за 
возможные ошибки, которые могут возникнуть во время приёма и обработки ставок (ошибочная ставка, 
потеря заявки до аукциона и т. п.)
5. Аукционист имеет право запретить тому или иному лицу участие в аукционе и присутствие в аукционном 
зале. 
6. Аукционист имеет право отказать в ставке, разделить любой лот либо объединить несколько лотов во 
время аукциона, снять любой лот с аукциона из-за конфликтной ситуации и вернуть лот в аукцион, а также 
поднимать ставки по своему усмотрению. 
7. Ни Аукционист, ни Организатор не несут ответственности за возможные происшествия в зале, где 
проводится выставка или продажа, по вине кого-либо из присутствующих, кроме случаев смерти и 
ранений, произошедших по неосторожности Аукциониста, Организатора, либо работников аукционного 
дома и зала. 
8. Вся информация и данные, отправленные Аукционистом продавцу, покупателю или потенциальному 
покупателю по почте, факсу либо с курьером, считаются полученными: 
a) По факту доставки, выполненной курьером.
b) 2 часа спустя в рабочий день после отправки информации по факсу. 
c) через 48 часов после отправки почтой, если почта отправлена в пределах той же страны, 7 дней для 
международных отправлений. 
9. 9.1. Все сделки, попадающие под данные Условия продажи, подчиняются исключительно 
законодательству княжества Монако. Любые разбирательства между участниками сделки будут 
рассматриваться в рамках юрисдикции Монако.
9.2. Любое воспроизведение письменной и визуальной информации, касающейся лотов аукциона, не 
может быть осуществлено третьими лицами без официального письменного разрешения Организатора. 
10. Любой желающий участвовать в аукционе должен предварительно заполнить утвержденную «форму 
регистрации». Для участия в аукционе потенциальный покупатель должен передать Аукционисту 
либо Организатору свои паспортные данные и банковские реквизиты. Заполненная, подписанная и 
датированная форма регистрации будет передана Аукционисту до начала аукциона, а потенциальный 
покупатель получит свой регистрационный «номер участника», необходимый, чтобы делать ставки. 
Участник допускается к аукциону, если у него есть регистрационный номер и он ознакомился с каталогом 
аукциона и условиями его проведения, которым строго следуют Аукционист и Организатор. Факт 
размещения ставки автоматически подтверждает, что участник ознакомился и согласен с условиями 
проведения аукциона. 
11. АУКЦИОНИСТ
11.1. Аукцион проводится госпожой Claire Notari, официальным аукционистом на территории Монако, 
которая будет определять и озвучивать финальные ставки, следить за чистотой проведения аукциона и 
в случае необходимости принимать меры для поддержания аукциона в рамках установленных правил.
11.2-11.3. Аукционист имеет право на своё усмотрение, без предоставления объяснений продолжить или 
остановить продажу, снять с торгов один или несколько лотов, принять либо отклонить любую ставку, 
произвести любое объединение, разделение и снятие лотов. 
11.4. Аукционист и Организатор имеют право до начала аукциона вносить любого рода изменения в 
описания лотов в каталоге, а также в условия проведения торгов. Все изменения, произведенные до 
начала аукциона, будут являться принятыми по умолчанию всеми потенциальными покупателями.
11.5. Перед началом аукциона Аукционист должен довести до сведения присутствующих условия принятия 
финальной ставки и сообщить обо всех дополнительных сборах с покупателя. 
11.6. Аукционист может принимать ставки от всех присутствующих в зале. Он может также принимать 
ставки по телефону либо заочные письменные ставки, переданные Организатору участниками, которые 
не могут присутствовать в аукционном зале. В любом случае, ни Организатор, ни Аукционист не несут 
ответственности за возможное неисполнение переданной ставки. 
12. АУКЦИОН
12.1. Все аукционные ставки принимаются в евро. Аукционист или Организатор могут установить 
табло конвертации валюты и отображения ставок, но не несут ответственность за возможные ошибки в 
его работе. Только финальная ставка, произнесенная вслух Аукционистом, считается единственно верной. 
12.2. Каждый участник по умолчанию считается участвующим от своего имени и несущим ответственность 

за сделанные им ставки, за исключением случаев, когда Аукционист и / или Организатор заранее 
предупрежден в письменном виде, что участник действует по поручению третьих лиц. 
12.3. Какие-либо претензии от третьего лица, от имени которого участник аукциона делал ставки, не могут 
быть приняты Аукционистом и / или Организатором. Ответственность за ставку в любом случае несёт 
участник, сделавший её.
13. АУКЦИОННАЯ ПРОДАЖА
13.1. Самая большая ставка будет озвучена Аукционистом. Сделавший её участник будет объявлен как 
«покупатель». Он или Она обязуются оплатить совершенную покупку в соответствии с изложенными ниже 
правилами. 
13.2. В момент определения финальной ставки покупатель обязан открыто предъявить свой 
регистрационный номер работникам аукционного дома. Организатор и Аукционист оставляют за 
собой право повторного выставления Лота на аукцион при отсутствии возможности идентифицировать 
покупателя. 
13.3. В случае возникновения разногласий Аукционист как официальное лицо имеет право 
незамедлительно представить лот повторно на продажу. 
13.4. Покупатель обязуется оплатить комиссионный сбор в размере:
При финальной ставке до 250 000 евро включительно – 27 % от суммы финальной ставки + НДС. 
При финальной ставке от 250 001 евро до 2 500 000 евро включительно – 21.5% от суммы финальной 
ставки + НДС.
При финальной ставке свыше 2 500 000 евро – 12.5% от суммы финальной ставки + НДС.
Данный комиссионный сбор добавляется к сумме финальной ставки покупателя. Убедительная просьба 
иметь в виду, что со стоимости всех лотов, купленных через интернет-сервисы участия в аукционе, 
такие как Le Figaro Enchères, The-saleroom.com, Invaluable.com, Auction.fr, Lot-tissimo.de и Bidspirit.com 
взимается дополнительный сбор в размере 3%+ НДС от суммы финальной ставки.
14. ОПЛАТА
14.1. Финальная ставка и комиссионный сбор, установленный пунктом 13.4, должны быть незамедлительно 
оплачены. Продавец может позволить госпоже Claire Notari принимать оплату его лота банковским 
переводом. В любом случае, оплата покупки должна быть совершена в течение пяти рабочих дней после 
аукциона (по времени княжества Монако). 
14.2. В случае полной или частичной неоплаты покупки, в соответствии с данными условиями продажи, 
а также в случае неоплаты финальной цены либо комиссионного сбора в течение недели после 
произведенной продажи в случае, если лот не был немедленно повторно представлен на аукцион, 
Организатор оставляет за собой право на применение следующих мер: 
- Вынести требование оплаты штрафа в размере 0.5 % от суммы выставленного счета за день неуплаты. 
Данный штраф будет начисляться вплоть до полной оплаты счета.
- Потребовать компенсации всего ущерба и покрытия расходов на перепродажу лота, а также ущерба, 
понесенного Организатором и Аукционистом в связи с неоплатой счета. 
- Потребовать дополнительную компенсацию расходов, вызванных неоплатой счета покупателем.
15. ВЫДАЧА СОБСТВЕННОСТИ
Выдача приобретённых лотов покупателю может быть произведена только после полной оплаты счета, 
включая все сборы и налоги. После объявления Аукционистом покупателя все риски, связанные с лотом, 
переходят к его новому владельцу. 
16. ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬ ПОКУПАТЕЛЯ
16.1. К Покупателю переходят все риски и ответственность за возможные повреждения лота и различного 
рода ущерб, включая полное уничтожение, который может иметь место между завершением полной 
оплаты счёта и передачей собственности новому владельцу. 
16.2. В соответствии с пунктом 14 покупатель должен оплатить и забрать приобретённые лоты в течение 
пяти рабочих дней после завершения аукциона. 
16.3. Все расходы, связанные с хранением лота после покупки и до момента передачи новому владельцу, 
относятся на счёт покупателя и должны быть оплачены вместе с финальной ценой покупки, комиссионным 
сбором аукциона и налогами. 
16.4. Если покупатель не забрал приобретённые лоты в течение пяти рабочих дней после завершения 
аукциона согласно п. 16.2, Организатор имеет право перемещать их за счет покупателя, в том числе 
поместить на хранение, либо отправить по указанному покупателем адресу в Монако, Франции или другой 
стране. Счет за дополнительные услуги будет выставлен покупателю и должен быть оплачен до момента 
получения лота покупателем у Организатора или его представителя или до передачи перевозчику. 
17. СОСТОЯНИЕ ЛОТОВ
Ве лоты представляются на продажу в том состоянии, в котором находятся на момент аукциона. Перед 
аукционом Организатор предоставляет покупателям исчерпывающую возможность самостоятельно или 
с привлечением приглашённых специалистов удостовериться в соответствии заявленных характеристик 
и надлежащем качестве лотов. Какие-либо претензии касательно не описанных в каталогах дефектов 
продаваемых лотов не могут быть предъявлены Аукционисту или Организатору. Предаукционная проверка 
качества, состояния и аутентичности лотов остается на ответственности потенциального покупателя. 
18. ВРЕМЕННЫЙ ИМПОРТ
18.1 Просьба обратить внимание, что все лоты отмеченные символом + находятся во free port Монако 
и облагаются дополнительным таможенным сбором. В случае предстоящего импорта в пределах ЕС, 
покупатель должен оплатить основную аукционную комиссию с учетом дополнительно сбора free port.
18.2 Все остальные лоты находятся в свободной циркуляции в пределах ЕС.
18.3 Покупатель ответственен за проверку и выполнение всех необходимых условий транспортировки в 
соответствии с законодательством страны ввоза.
19. ЭКСПОРТ ЛОТОВ
Княжество Монако является частью французского таможенного союза и экспорт из Монако подчиняется 
тем же правилам, что и с территории Франции. Любой лот, находящийся на территории таможенного 
союза или подчиняющийся условиям временного вывоза, может быть получен в аукционном доме при 
предъявлении квитанции, подтверждающей его полную оплату. В случае, когда покупатель планирует 
вывезти лот с территории таможенного союза, он должен самостоятельно озаботиться получением всех 
необходимых документов для таможенного оформления в других государствах и таможенных союзах 
(если таковое требуется). Организатор и / или Аукционист не могут нести какую-либо ответственность 
за ненадлежащее исполнение покупателем своих обязанностей по соблюдению законодательства о 
перемещении культурных и материальных ценностей. 
20. ОРГАНИЗАЦИОННЫЙ МАНДАТ
Организатор выполняет роль посредника между продавцом и покупателем и обладает исключительным 
правом на продажу тех или иных лотов. Ни Организатор, ни Аукционист не могут заключать иные 
контракты с продавцами и покупателями и не несут ответственности за невыполнение контракта одной из 
сторон (продавцом и/или покупателем). 
21. ЮРИСДИКЦИЯ
Аукцион и настоящие Условия проведения аукциона полностью регулируются законодательством 
княжества Монако. Любые споры, связанные с аукционной продажей, находятся в юрисдикции Монако и 
должны быть рассмотрены в соответствии с монегаскским законодательством. 
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